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                                                                                                                                Show Report 
 
Incredibly, it has been almost two years since my last visit with Cygnet Players and, thankfully, the enforced 

Covid-related layoff has finally ended! It was a pleasure to have once again watched Cygnet Players as they took 

to the stage in this high-octane, and fast-paced, production. Any doubts that the spark might be missing, the 

layoff was too long or that the passion had waned were instantly dismissed. As the show opened with a full-cast 

rendition of Price and Son Theme, the genuine happiness from everyone onstage, was clear to see.  

 

Kinky Boots would have been a terrific production to stage under ‘normal circumstances’. Given the past couple 

of years, however, this heart-warming musical provided genuine feel-good moments and proved to be an 

excellent choice. Having inherited a shoe factory from his father, Charlie discovers that there is little demand for 

the company’s traditional shoes. Closing the factory, and making the long-term workers redundant, appears 

inevitable until Charlie forms an unlikely partnership with Lola, a cabaret performer and drag queen, to produce 

a new line of high-heeled boots for men…   

The set was simple, but effective, and allowed for maximum space onstage for the 32 cast members. Metal steps 

led to a raised platform which provided an additional performance area. Other than this, the main stage was kept 

clear at all times. Scenery was quickly changed by playing to various flys and this was effective in ensuring both 

fluidity and also the smooth transition throughout.    

Paul Nicholas Dyke is to be congratulated as Director. From start to finish the amount of time, effort and 

dedication to detail were obvious to see. The extensive cast was carefully selected, meticulously rehearsed and 

fairly bursting with enthusiasm and energy. This was most certainly a slick and polished show - one to look back 

on with fond memories.  

 

Catherine Higgins deserves huge credit as Choreographer and ensured each number was both unique and a visual 

treat for the audience to enjoy. All routines were thoughtful and included movement to reflect individuals’ 

various levels of ability. The key dancers brought precision to the stage but it was the level of dance and energy 

from Lola, and her Angels, that most impressed – especially in those high-heeled shoes/boots!  The amount, and 

variety, of choreography throughout was a definite highlight.   

 

Ashley Harvey (Musical Director) aided by Oscar Denihan (AMD) are to be commended for their efforts.  The 

quality of all singing was evident throughout and there had obviously been much rehearsal time spent ensuring 

precision and accuracy in all numbers. When required, the entire Company ‘came together’ in style and 

delivered excellent harmonies and a wonderful sound for the audience to enjoy. The small band had been equally 

well-rehearsed ensuring the quality of music was excellent. It was also very pleasing that the underscore never 

overpowered any singing.  

Sally Bourne, Gemma Miles and Alice Newstead (Producers) completed the Production Team and added their 

experiences to ensure the overall success of this production.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_queen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thigh-high_boots
https://www.noda.org.uk/
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It’s unusual in a musical to have two male leads but Kinky Boots provides a vehicle for this and it certainly 

worked very well indeed.  

Joe McWilliam gave a terrific performance as Charlie, a young man who had his own dreams and no real desire 

to spend his life making shoes. Joe demonstrated his strong vocal skills and of particular note were Step One and 

Charlie’s Sad Soliloquy.  

Devon Johnson gave a fabulous performance as Lola/Simon bringing much humour, sass and emotion to the 

respective characters. Devon’s command of the stage, and acting skills, was simply superb. Of particular note 

was the physical acting and mannerisms demonstrated when portraying Lola.  

Cyndi Lauper’s music and lyrics provided some truly memorable songs. Not My Father’s Son, sung by 

Lola/Simon and Charlie, was a deeply poignant number. Each revealed how they struggled to assert their own 

identity and step-out from the shadows cast by their fathers. It was at this moment that they realised just how 

much they had in common. This received just as warm a response from the audience as the more up-beat 

numbers in the rest of the show.  

Rebecca Tarry gave an excellent performance as Lauren, the factory tea-lady who eventually won Charlie’s 

affections. Rebecca extracted much humour from the role demonstrated her fine vocal skills in The History of 

Wrong Guys.   

Josh Yard gave a strong performance as Don, the rather bad-mannered, judgemental and macho factory worker. 

What a Woman Wants provided Josh with an opportunity to demonstrate his vocals skills and it was amusing to 

watch as the factory women clearly rejected Don’s attitude and instead related to Lola.  

Fiona Scott impressed as Nicola, Charlie’s sophisticated fiancée. Oscar Denihan demonstrated some fine vocals 

as Harry in Take What You Got, Laura Pike (Pat the assertive office manager), Gemma Ronte (Trish the factory 

worker), Rob Malone (George the factory floor manager) and Russell Bramley (Mr Price – Charlie’s father) all 

performed well  in their supporting roles.  

Ezrah Smith-Carey (Young Lola/Simon) and Fedor Skorodelov (Young Charlie) will have certainly enjoyed the 

opportunity to perform with Cygnet Players and the experience gained from being part of such a fabulous 

production.  

Aaron Barriscale, Danny Benning, Mathew Madeley and Enrico Volpi were simply fabulous as Lola’s Angels. 

These four drag performers brought the mannerisms and provocative moves, wore some truly outrageous 

costumes and impressed with their high-heeled dancing skills. As the quote rightly says - “This ain’t no job for 

wallflowers!”   

Georgie Crotty, Nicole Seymour, Deborah Lowe and Daniella Gambier all added extra depth and energy as 

Divas. Harriet Ruby, Conor Rooney, Sophie Lee, Aimee Batchelor, Yumiko Shimizu and Alex Johnston 

completed the Ensemble with Emily Howe, Hillary Zondlak, Vicki Smith, Leanne Armstrong, Ariana Simone 

and Kirsty Rome entertaining as the Featured Dancers.  

 

Dan Smith and Kathryn Felton combined to manage Costumes which were a mixture of modern, everyday 

clothing and those strikingly flamboyant outfits worn by Lola and her Angela. It was these stunning costumes, 

together with the striking range of high-heeled boots that brought so much colour to the finale – Raise You Up / 

Just Be. 

 

Sarah Wood (Stage Manager), together with Jon Haines (DSM) and Amanda Elsbury-Quinn (ASM) are to be 

congratulated for their backstage efforts. It is crucial that everything should be highly organised and runs 

smoothly. Given the amount of non-stop action, throughout Kinky Boots, this can’t have been easy. With Matt 
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Quinn, Keiron Johnson and Ian Philbey making up the stage crew, and Mac ‘manning the flys’, everything ran 

with seamless precision.  

 

Richard Pike and Andy James (lighting) and DRN Technical Productions (sound) are to be credited for their 

efforts. Simply put, there were no issues to mention which is not as easy, or as common, as you might suppose. 

The result was that focus, from the audience, remained firmly on the performers at all times.  

Leanne Armstrong is to be congratulated for delivering an exceptional programme that was not only extensive in 

size but also packed with information for the audience to enjoy reading.  There were some terrific photographs 

of rehearsals together with great cast and production team biographies.  It was also pleasing to see the 

programme so well supported by advertisers and, of course, the prominent NODA reference.  

I would like to suggest that Cygnet Players submit this programme into the NODA London Poster & 

Programme Competition 2022-2023. The current competition period runs from 1st January 2022 to 31st 

December 2022 and the deadline for entries is 31st January 2023. Simply download the entry form, from the 

below web link, and submit together with five programmes.   

https://www.noda.org.uk/regions/london/noda-london-poster-programme-competition-2023  

Congratulations to the entire cast, production team and backstage crew for delivering yet another quality 

production. Kinky Boots was a fabulous way to announce your return to the stage and I look forward to visiting 

with Cygnet Players again in 2022. 

 

 

 

 

Des Wilby 

Regional Representative 

NODA London District 3 

 
 

https://www.noda.org.uk/regions/london/noda-london-poster-programme-competition-2023

